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Lawyers in Kent case question 
guardsmen's claims of threats 
Senator Claiborne Pall (D-R.l.) discussos the role of Congr.n 
in tha formation of Amorican foroign policy. (Newtphoto by 
Michaol Possarello) 
CLEVELAND IAPI- Attorneys for 
the victims of the 1970 Kent SUte 
University shootings hammered 
yesterday at claims by former Ohio 
National Guardsmen that they were 
threatened by demonstrators. 
Howard Ruffner, a former 
photographer for the daily campus 
newspaper, told the court on a second 
day of testimony that the only shots he 
heard were those of the guardsmen and 
that the troops turned "almost in 
unison" to fire as they moved away 
from students and up Blanket Hill 
Ruffner was the first witness in the 
146 million civil damages suit 
stemming from the incident five years 
ago when guardsmen whirled and fired 
on students while breaking up an 
antiwar rally 
GUARDSMEN HAVE claimed that 
they feared for their safety and had 
fired in response to a surge of 
demonstrators The defense contended 
in opening statements Wednesday that 
the guardsmen's gunfire followed an 
opening shot which may have come 
from other than a military weapon 
The defense also denied there was an 
order to turn and fire. 
Ruffner identified wounded students 
in two of his photographs as well as 
pointing out several guardsmen by- 
name 
He said John R Cleary. one of the 
wounded, was lying in a sculpture 
more than 100 feet from the 
guardsmen   He also identilied Joseph 
Lewis, another of the wounded, who 
was being aided by fellow students 60 
feet from the guardsmen 
On cross examination, defense 
attorney Burt Fulton established that 
Rulfner was able to identify 
guardsmen at the scene only from 
knowledge gained alter the shootings. 
WEDNESDAY Kuffner told the 
court that up to the moment the tiring 
erupted, he saw no students 
threatening the troops 
"The students were, in my 
estimation, spectators." Kuflner said 
"I witnessed nothing thrown " 
The photographer's comments came 
as jurors were shown his pictures, 
showing marshaled troops and only 
scattered students 
Ruffner. who was called by the 
plaintiffs, said tear gas and guard 
maneuvers had dispersed most 
students and that he was the closest 
student to the guardsmen at about HO 
feet away 
The witness' testimony clashed with 
the opening statement ol Columbus 
attorney Charles Brown, spokesman 
for the defendants Charged in the suit 
are Gov James Rhodes, lormer Kent 
State University President Robert 
White, two top guard officials and 40 
ex-guardsmen 
DAMAGES ARE sought by nine 
students wounded and parents ol four 
slain during the 13-second burst ol 
gunfire 
Brown asserted the shootings could 
only be viewed fairly in the context of 
civil disturbances in the Kent area 
during the three days before the 
shootings 
By May 4. "burning, looting, noting 
and terrorism were the order of the 
day in Kent and at Kent State I'm 
versity.'hesaid 
He placed the number of students 
involved in the noontime rally at far 
more than the hundreds estimated by- 
Ruff ner 
it    was   tantamount   to   a   war." 
Brown told the jury "The odds were 70 
guardsmen against thousands '' 
He repeated guardsmen's contention 
from earlier legal actions from the 
shootings that a "sudden surge of the 
crowd of students" set off the shooting 
but denied plaintiffs' claim that an 
order was given to fire 
In reply to a specific charge that the 
guardsmen were inadequately 
prepared for their task. Brown said 
guard training was set by the Army 
and Ohio troops were in "complete 
conformity " 
Recession slowing 
according to index 
Pell says U.S. out of balance' 
By Mary Zltello 
Suit Reporter 
Sen Claiborne Pell cD-RM said 
yesterday that United Stales 
participation in the world community 
is not monolithic but has at least four 
major ingredients military, 
diplomatic, economic and ideological 
Pell a recognized authority on 
foreign affairs, spoke to about 80 
persons yesterday in the Grand 
Ballroom. Union 
Pell said the United States current 
situation in the world is badly out of 
balance 
"We are. I believe, seriously 
overextended   militarily  and   tar   too 
expansionist in our diplomacy." he 
said "We should give increased 
emphasn to our economic relations in 
the world community and to our public, 
information or propaganda activities, 
presenting American ideas, ideals and 
achievements to the world " 
PELL SAID the United States s 
obsession to maintain a military power 
capable of being projected into every 
"nook and cranny of the world" is 
expensive, damaging to the economy 
and based on a gross overestimate of 
the influence of military power in 
world affairs 
"Dollars spent for military 
purposes, whether weapons or 
manpower, are no economic boon." he 
said "Defense spending is inflationary 
for it pumps money into our economy 
without producing any consumable 
product or service " 
Pell said he believes it is a good time 
for a subsi.niti.il "pruning" of our 
overgrown military bases 
"We should recognize as a maritime 
nation that our best defense at home 
and our most flexible, least entangling 
military force is a strong, modern 
Navy." he said "Let us resist the 
temptation to scatter our Navy 
throughout the world at overseas ports 
and base these vessels in American 
ports " 
Pell said just as the United States 
should not be the military "gendarme" 
ol the world, the United States also 
should not attempt to be the negotiator 
! ir the whole world 
"I    WINCE    WHEN    I    see    our 
secretary ol stale carrying the whole 
national prestige ol the United Slates 
on his shoulders." he said We should 
leave more of these negotiations to an 
international organization formed lor 
just that purpose-the United Nations " 
Secretary ol State Henry Kissinger. 
Pell said, has done a remarkable job in 
the past, but he has been "saddled 
with too great a load lor any single 
individual to carry. 
• To page five 
WASHINGTON (API -The 
government index designed to 
anticipate the course of the economy 
showed its sharpest increase in history 
last month, the Commerce 
Department said today, providing a 
preliminary signal that the recession is 
at or near its end. 
The department said its composite 
index of leading indicators, released 
lor the lirst time in a new form 
intended to eliminate the distortions ol 
inflation, jumped 4 2 per cent in April 
and showed a one per cent rise in 
March 
The April rise surpassed the previous 
record monthly jump of 3 per cent in 
June. 1958 It was the first time since 
February and March of last year that 
the index has risen for two months in a 
row. The increases reversed 11 
consecutive months of decline 
A historical compilation of the 
indicator shows it has anticipated 
recovery from the past three 
recessions by one or two months 
ADMINISTRATION economists 
generally follow what they call a 
"three-month rule" in interpreting the 
index, meaning they consider any 
change in direction to be only tentative 
until it continues for three months. 
But with two months of increase 
already in band, and given the past 
record of the index, the early 
indication was a substantiation of an 
earlier Judgment by Commerce 
Department economist James Pale 
that the recession apparently ended in 
April 
At the same time, government 
reports show workers' productivity a 
measure of bow efficiently the 
economy Is functioning, rose at an 
annual rate of S.4 per cent In 
nonftnancial corporations during the 
first quarter. 
It was the first increase since the 
second quarter of 1973. 
THE NONFINANCIAL Sector 
includes all private businesses except 
banks, credit agencies, stock and 
commodity brokers and insurance 
companies. 
In a statement responding to the 
latest figures from the index of leading 
indicators, Pate cautioned against 
attributing too much significance to 
any single economic yardstick. 
But. he added. "The size and breadth 
of the two consecutive monthly 
increases in the leading indicators in 
encouraging and consistent with other 
evidence suggesting that the recession 
has reached bottom." 
Glenn may not run 
as Ohio's favorite son 
By Carl Remeasky 
Maaaging Editor 
Ohio Democratic Party Chairman 
Paul Tipps said Wednesday night that 
John Glenn may not want to run in the 
1976 Ohio Democratic presidential 
primary election as a lavorite son 
candidate 
Tipps. appearing belore the Wood 
County and Lake-Northwood 
Democratic Clubs in Millbury. said 
Glenn is concerned about the effect a 
favorite son candidacy would have on 
his  political  image  in light of  the 
public's disenchantment with politics 
and the system in general " 
"He doesn't want to be accused of 
being a power broker .' Tipps said 
Tipps said, however, that there 
would be advantages for Ohio 
Democrats if Glenn ran as a favorite 
son candidate 
"AN OHIO favorite son would allow 
the Ohio delegation to the Democratic 
National Convention to go to the 
convention with a large block of 
votes." he explained 
Weather 
Considerable rlaaalataa with 
shawers aad chance af a 
taaaderstarsa loaay. High la said 
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Tipps said this was important 
because presidential candidates will 
get proportional representation in the 
Ohio delegation according to their 
showing in the presidential primary 
if lour or live candidates run in the 
primary, one could win with only 
around 30 per cent of the vote." he 
said 
"He would then get 30 per cent of the 
Ohio delegation pledged to him and the 
rest of the candidates also would get 
representation according to the 
percentage ol votes they received." he 
explained 
Tipps said he thought a favorite son 
like Glenn would win a large 
percentage of votes in the primary and 
give the Ohio delegation a large block 
of votes to use after "looking over the 
candidates at the convention "' 
"IF THE delegation is split, it will 
have little impact.'' he added 
Tipps stressed that although Glenn 
has his doubts about becoming favorite 
son candidate, he has not made a final 
decision on the matter 
He also said that Glenn must be 
considered as a serious vice-presi- 
dential contender 
"His midwestern background makes 
him look good to all the front-running 
Democratic candidates." Tipps said. 
Tipps also commented on the race 
for Sen Robert Taft's Senate seat in 
1976. He said that prime Democratic 
contenders for the Senate contest were 
U.S.     Rep.     James     Stan ion     ID- 
Cleveland I   and   lormer   US    Sen 
Howard Metzenbaum. 
FORMER GOV. John Gilligan s 
name also was mentioned as a possible 
candidate, he added 
Tipps said that having more than one 
candidate lor an office sometimes 
causes problems for the party 
"In the primaries we tend to bloody 
each other up a lot and then we wonder 
if we can get it back together in time 
for November." he explained. 
"We Democrats are great for 
winning the primaries-we always win 
the primaries." Tipps said. "We have a 
bad habit of losing the ones after the 
primaries." 
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Concert stage Workman bagin construction af tha ttaga far Sunday's Poo Ditch Musk Fasrival in tha Stadium. (N.wiphoio by Dan Fekht) 
Traffic seen as concert problem 
By Ciady Smerciaa 
Staff Reporter 
Traffic control will be the biggest 
problem city police will face as a 
result of Sunday's Poe Ditch Music 
Festival. City Safety Director Howard 
Rutter predicted yesterday. 
Precautions for the weekend's influx 
oi people include adding manpower to 
the police force, Rutter said. 
"We're asking all our off-duty 
officers to report for duty. We're going 
to start phasing them in around noon 
Saturday, then gradually until we 
reach full strength around five or six 
Sunday morning, whan we expect our 
largest influx of out-of-town people." 
he said 
"They have already sold 10,000 
advance sale tickets and if the weather 
looks good, we can anticipate an extra 
10.000 people." he said "Most of the 
out-of-town ticket sales have been in 
the Dayton. Fairborn and Cincinnati 
area." 
Rutter said the city police will be 
responsible for traffic control within 
the city and the transportation and 
booking of people that may be 
arrested. 
CAMPUS SAFETY officers and the 
concert promoter's security guards 
will be responsible for supervision of 
the immediate concert area. 
Rutter said that if it is needed, the 
city dog warden's van can be emptied 
of its cages and used to transport 
people 
"It's probably the most adequate 
vehicle we have for transporting either 
people or animals." he said. "It's 
carpeted and air conditioned." 
If citations are issued. Rutter said, 
the police will attempt to release as 
many people as possible on their own 
recognizance rather than holding them 
in the city jail. 
The county sheriff's department also 
will have its deputies on duty for the 
festival. The city will lend the sheriff's 
department several police cars for 
their use this weekend 
A CENTRAL command facility in 
close proximity to the concert site will 
be established to ease communication 
between the city police department, 
the fire department, sheriff's 
department, ambulance service. 
Campus Safety and the security 
guards. 
"We've taken all the precautions we 
could." he said. "We're hoping it will 
be a quiet, musical occurrence. We 
handled 27.000 people for a BG-Toledo 
football game, but we're not sure 
whether football and concert audiences 
are comparable." 




The selfish actions of builder Douglas Valentine are holding up the 
city's long-awaited Ward Two improvement project 
The city plans to repave streets and add storm sewers to the areas of 
First-Ninth streets. Elm Street. Klotz Road. Jackson Street and Troupe 
Avenue There also are plans to construct a water sewer from this area 
to Hyduke Ditch 
The only monkey wrench in the works is Valentine's reluctance to 
grant the city easements through his mother's land located in Ward Two. 
Valentine is trying to get the city to foot the bill for land improvements 
which would benefit him personally. 
Valentine apparently totally has disregarded the city's welfare in the 
interest of his own business affairs. In an effort to get the easement 
agreement from him. the city already has agreed to construct a culvert 
for a ditch crossing on Valentine's property and will provide him with 
7.000 cubic yards of fill dirt for the area, improvements which will cost 
the city an estimated $30,000 
Badly needed improvements in Ward Two are being delayed by one 
man If Valentine does not see fit to reach an agreement with the city 
soon, then the city will be justified in taking Valentine to court to get the 
casements 
vitamin c may heol gently 
MENLO PARK. Calif -To most of us 
Linus Pauling is the Vitamin C man. 
the guy who says if you take enough of 
it it will cut down the number of colds 
you get or snap you out of them 
quicker. 
Although many lay people and some 
doctors agree with him. much of the 
medical profession isn't having any of 
it 
As often as not Pauling is excused 
from the discussion as a brilliant man 
in his lii-ld .i Nobel Laureate in 
i III-IIIivti\ hut something of a good- 
intentioned nut in medicine In a 
society which often gives greater 
weight to formal credentials than to 
the substance of an argument, you can 
flamboozle people off the point by 
observing that Pauling isn't a medical 
doctor 
Neither was Pasteur, which raises 
the question of what part pure science 
can play in the art of medicine 
Pasteur, a chemist, revolutionized it. 
although only after the doctors tried to 
lynch him 
PAULING. ANOTHER chemist, 
may not have revolutionized medicine 




his work with blood, antibodies, 
proteins and anesthesia has won him a 
string of medals and prizes awarded by 
medical societies here and in Europe 
His work with sickle cell anemia led to 
our first understanding of its nature 
and that of hereditary molecular 
disease 
He has credentials enough, a second 
Nobel prize for peace aside, but what is 
fascinating is comparing his approach 
to Vitamin C to that of so much of 
medicine in developing a new therapy 
It's the difference between science and 
intuition. 
While there are doctors who are also 
scientists, frequently what medicine 
does when it's looking for a drug is to 
keep trying one substance after 
another until it hits one that seems to 
work 
Pauling operates from the other end 
He and the many others who've been 
working on Vitamin C didn't pop it in 
their mouths and then decide they felt 
better They developed the theory that 
concludes with the proposition Vitamin 
(.' ought to work, so let's try it and see 
if it does. 
In developing the theory, he 
observed that only a few animals, 
among which are man and his primate 
cousins, need Vitamin C or ascorbic 
acid in their diets Other species 
synthesize it 
BIOCHEMISTRY HAD already 
established the fact that cells, after a 
certain number of generations, lose 
their capacity to manufacture 
nutrients which they can more easily 
get from their environment Evolution 
is irreversible, however Once the 
capacity is lost it can't be regained 
even if. for instance, the environment 
no longer yields plentiful amounts of 
ascorbic acid 
This caused Pauling to hypothesize 
that man had. like his simian brethren, 
evolved in a Vitamin C-rich 
environment, and then, having lost the 
power to synthesize it within himself, 
fell into a permanent condition of 
deficiency as a result of changing his 
eating habits and moving away to other 
climes 
From there the next step was to read 
the literature on animal nutrition to 
establish the ratio of body size to 
Vitamin C usage among species which 
still manufacture the substance 
themselves and among apes. who. 
while they have lost the capacity, still 
live off a Vitamin C-rich diet 
This chain of reasoning takes you to 
the proposition that the government's 
recommended daily allowance may be 
as little as one-fiftieth of what's needed 
to sustain good health We don't know 
because so little effort is devoted to the 
study of what constitutes good health 
It's possible that most of mankind 
runs around slightly under par with 
clinically undetected low-grade 
infections 
A RECENT STUDY conducted here 
at the Linus Pauling Institute of 
Science and Medicine gives 
evidentiary weight to this idea It 
indicates that people who supplement 
their diets with very high amounts of 
ascorbic acid, three plus grams a day. 
have significantly low white blood cell 
counts i The white blood cells, for 
those who've forgotten their high 
school hygiene courses, are the guys 
who eat up the bad germs. I Also, other 
studies have shown that Vitamin C 
helps white blood cells to do their job 
better This gives rise to the possibility 
that Vitamin C increases cellular 
health, thus diminishing the need for 
white blood cells, or makes white blood 
cells more efficient 
Pauling, and the many others who 
are working in this vein, have also 
developed theories as to the part that 
Vitamin C, or the absence of it. plays in 
mental disease and a number of other 
disorders including cancer. 
There are even some case histories 
of persons dying of the disease which 
suggest that massive amounts of the 
vitamin abate the pain and at least 
briefly arrest its progress 
It's far too soon to tell about that 
Again, what's important here is that 
Pauling and his associates have 
worked out the beginnings of a 
coherent theory based on a 
biochemical knowledge which looks 
forward, not to excruciating and costly 
therapies of little promise, but to a 
gentle system of treatment by which 
the body cures itself through its own 
mechanisms 
The merits of the Vitamin C 
hypothesis are persuasive, but not yet 
proven 
Every wise layman will inform 
himself and make his own decision 
But however the discussion is 
concluded. Linus Pauling emerges, not 
as an old geezer hipped on an 
eccentricity, but as one who has 
instructed us in how we must revamp 
our research institutions 
"There is not one chair of theoretical 
medicine in the United States.'' he 
says, and after seeing what theory and 
pure science can do with Vitamin C. we 
can appreciate what a blindfolded and 
gimmick-loving pragmatism can do to 




Well, we finally have it The Stadium 
concert is here 
Yes students, after three years of 
developing, it's finally going to happen. 
MAYBK.     Like   all   events   on   this 
' 
bargaining law could halt input 
By Nell Kloti 
fdiloi'i Net* Noil K/on it o 
tyndicafod cofumnitf writing Con-fro. o 
column of contumor profocfion new* for 
ifudonfl. 
Bruce Hanson was worried 
The Montana student lobbyist had 
just spearheaded ■ successlul legis 
lalive drive to guarantee students in 
his slate a voice in faculty collective 
bargaining It was the first time 
students anywhere had won th;it right 
Previously the consumers of 
education had been lelt peering through 
cracks in the negotiation room door as 
labor i the faculty i and management 
i the administrationi decided issues 
that would directly affect tuition, class 
size and student services 
Students watched their role in 
campus decision-making, hard-won 
during the late 60s. slowlv hacked 
away, limb by limb on the Procruslian 
bargaining table 
THE   MONTANA  student   bill   had 
started to reverse all that by 
guaranteeing students not only 
observer status, but the right to 
participate in caucuses before, during 
and alter negotiation! 
So why worry" 
Hanson was distraught because he 
had just lound out that a bill likely to 
pass Congress this year would overrule 
his legislation and put faculty 
collective bargaining at public 
universities under the control of the 
National     Labor     Relations     Board 
iNUtBi 
Who'l afraid of the Midi Just 
about every student active in 
bargaining The NKLB has 
consistently ruled that students-even 
laborers like graduate teaching 
assistant! and cafeteria workers-have 
no place at the table 
They should read their books and 
shut up. the Board has said in effect on 
several occasions "The Nl.RB will not 
side   with    students    in   any    way 
Ii-drprivlr " 
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possible." Alan Shark, director of the 
Research Project on Students and 
Collective Bargaining told me "It's 
very conservative and very 
industrially oriented." 
AND,  QUOTH   the   NLHB.   in  the 
industrial university students are little 
more than the rivets spat out to hold 
together a faltering economy 
In all fairness, the Congressional bill 
introduced by Rep Prank Thompson 
iD-N.J i wasn't meant to screw 
students It intends to grant the it 
million local, state and federal 
employes in th U S the same right to 
organize and bargain that workers in 
the private sector have had for 40 
years 
Many states have been foot-dragging 
on public worker laws and Thompson 
has said he would like HR77 to "jog" 
them into action 
Thompson's bill would supercede all 
weaker stale laws Probably about 40 
of 50 states would go under the Nl.RB. 
and students at public institutions in 
those states would lose any chance for 
guaranteed input in bargaining 
According to most observers, 
chances for the bill's passage in this 
session are excellent. 
BOTH THE American Federation of 
Teachers and its powerful parent, the 
All. cm have thrown their lobbying 
clout behind it And. mindful ol the 
millions of dollars from public 
employe unions that helped elect him. 
how can your average liberal 94th 
Congressman say no0 
Fortunately, there s still at least a 
chance for students to turn things 
around When hearings on the bill begin 
later this summer, special interests 
will unroll a laundry list of items thev 
want exempted from the federal bill, 
like state tenure laws, retirement 
systems and so on 
But. despite political commcnl on 
the bill from left and right, no one has 
mentioned its effects on students, 
probably because their lobbying 
muscle is rated at something below 
non-existent When laundry list time 
comes, students arc typically the firsl 
to go dirty 
In Washington, the National Student 
Lobby and National Student 
Association, neither of which have 
been particularly on top of the 
bargaining scene, have remained mum 
on the Thompson bill Both groups are 
reportedly bogged down with internal 
financing problems, but hopefully one 
ol them will surface in time for tho 
hearings on the bargaining bill 
Considering that 111(77 could 
conceivably cut students out ot 
bargaining in all public institutions, 
some sort ol protest letter, or even a 
note, would be appropriate 
BRUCE HANSON, in the meantime, 
has found out that the federal bill 
would probably override the Montana 
law-and with it the guaranteed student 
input he worked to get 
"Being involved in the first bill. I 
don't want to lose it." he told us If 
necessary, he said he would go to 
Washington himself to plead the 
student case 
If not Hanson, someone should go It 
would be ironic if students were shut 
out just as they began to realize what 
they're missing when faculty and 
administration huddle over the 
bargaining table and. in muffled tones, 
decide their future 
campus, nothing can happen without 
student support 
Where else can one go and see eight 
groups for $7" Nowhere that I know of 
SURE, WE may fill that stadium 
with 20.000 non-students but don t 
expect to ever have another big name 
group come here. As a Cultural Boost 
committee member. I know for a fact 
that il we don't sell 7.000 student 
tickets there will never be another 
Stadium concert In fact, there may 
never be another concert in Anderson 
Arena 
Promoters want to know if BG can or 
can't support concerts 1. myself, 
would like to know- 
Let's shed the name of Boring Green 
This concert is no small time thing 
Ross Todd Productions are putting 
3130.000 in promotion for this concert 
He has faith in Bowling Green and so 
dol 
The members of Cultural Boost and 
other concerned students have put a lot 
of time into this event 
Don't let us down Go out and buy a 
ticket and see a good concert Sunday 
Terry Mowery 
209 Pi Kappa Alpha 
alternative 
calendar year 
This year. Bowling Green students 
will hit the job market, or what's left 
of it. on Friday. June 13 The schedule 
for this and next year is set and there s 
nothing we can do about it 
However, the schedule for 1977 can 
be changed if action is taken at this 
time Through the use of a semester 
schedule. 1 believe it is possible to 
maintain our high academic standards, 
while allowing us a fair shot at the 
summer job market 
Here is a comparison of next year's 
schedule with a proposed semester 
schedule: 
Next year's quarter schedule 
let's he jar from you 
The BG News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion column! 
Letters may comment on any other letter, column ur editorial 
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten We ask that 
columns be no more than four typed pages triple-spaced 
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these 
limits, with respect to the laws ol libel and proper taste 
Letters and columns must include the author's name, address and 
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor. CO The BG News. 106 
University Pall. 
Sept 23 Begin fall quarter 
Nov. 26-28 Thanksgiving break 
Dec 1 Classes resume 
Dec 9-12 Exam week 
Dec 13-Jan 4 Christmas vacation 
Jan 5 Begin winter quarter 
March 16-19 Exam week 
March 20-28 Spring break 
March 29 Begin spring quarter 
June 8-11 Exam week 
Semester alternative 
Sept 3 Start 1st semester 
Nov. 26-28 Thanksgiving break 
Dec 1 Classes resume 
Dec 17-20 Exam week 
Dec Ji .Km 4 Christmas vacation 
Jan 5 Start 2nd semester 
March 17-30 Spring break 
March 31 Classes resume 
Mays Classes end 
May 6-9 Exam week 
1 realize that the semester schedule 
cuts down on the variety of classes a 
student may experience However, the 
15-week  semester schedule let! the 
student get to know his or her prof 
better than what is now possible during 
the 10-week quarter 
Also, the longer class duration 
permits a student to scratch below the 
surface in each subject A prof may get 
more detailed and specific during a 15 
week period 
Students may complain that their 
comprehensive finals now cover 5 
extra weeks of material Keep in mind 
that there will also be one less exam 
week, providing an extra week ot 
employment during the summer 
Obviously, it is much easier to find a 
job on May 10 than June 12 Without the 
money we make durirtg the summer 
we wouldn't be here at all 
Please give the semester proposal 
some thought 
Jim Parenica 
210 Kappa Sigma 
conform for 
your own sake 
In response to Miss Kretin's May 23 
letter concerning the music festival. 1 
think that the Supreme Court should 
certainly review the case of the Poe 
Ditch "search victims " to assure the 
public that we will not tolerate another 
"cop-out in this slowly falling-apart 
democracy " 
The Courts would have to either 
prohibit all concerts with searches, or 
provide equal rights (or all by 
searching everyone's parents 
wherever they travel, also 
It would also be mandatory that all 
concerts "would be held louri way and 
by mur i rules, or there would be no 
concerts." Now all responsible 
sensible people know that if we let the 
audience set up all the rules for 
concerts that everything would be just 
fine, right" Wrong. Cindy 
First of all. coordinators do not say 
"they have to" search for glass 
containers because they are 
democratically copping-out: the 
athletic department and the school 
officials limply don't want broken 
glass or aluminum can tabs on the 
football field area to prevent injury 
both during the concert and in future 
athletic events Thii is why you'll find 
the guard! making that communist 
search at the gate before the concert 
It seem! to me that people who 
attend various functions on someone 
else's property or in someone else's 
facility should not. and will not be 
making up the rules. 
Those who think that they can rent 
Perry Stadium and do whatever they 
want to it are crazy, and I'm sure the 
promoter: of the event wouldn't lose 
any sleep over the fact that these 
people didn't attend I sure wouldn't 
In any event. I hope that the majority 
of students can "be led around like 
robots" and conform a bit to the 
necessary rules of the concert and 
attend, because it looks like it will be a 
good one. 
If you do go. look for me: I'll be the 
conformist in the front row. drinking 
whiskey sour! like a robot from a big. 
icy. plastic pitcher 
Steve Fletcher 
102 Rodgers 
Hawkwind, Amon Duul II 
revise space rock styles 
F'mols Wllh onlY •>"• week left in the quarter, ihn University «Iud«nl 
•     p     could b« getting a head ttort on studying foe finali while 
again r     ,n|oymg ,h, ,un„, woolhot. (Newsphoto by Id Suba) 
Review by 
Freak Johiioa 
Legitimate forms of space 
rock always have been 
topics of some serious music 
discussions Pink Floyd used 
to play it until their last 
album. Dark Side of the 
Moon " There are still a few 
European groups I mostly 
German) who still perform 
the stuff on record in a rela- 
tively uncut form, un- 
touched and uncontaminated 
by American commercial- 
ism. 
England's own Hawkwind 
was one of the foremost 
space rockers, very much 
into their own thing, not 
once worrying about getting 
a large following Their fans 
in England are enough for 
them to exist and do fairly 
well They also have a smal 
lish cult fandom in the 
States It is with their latest 
album that Hawkwind tries 
to gain more popularity by 
becoming more acceptable 
to American ears 
THE NEW ALBUM is 
"Warrior on the Edge of 
Time'' lAtcoi. in which 
Hawkwind has gone from 
their early sessions of guitar 

















PERFORMING FROM 9 - 2 
FRIDAY and SATURDAY 
HAPPY HOURS 4-9 Daily 
Sunday - June 1st Serving 
Draft 4-12 
THE SHADY LADY SALOON 
1630 E. WOOSTER 
Play 
Putt-Putt 
1033 S MAIN STREET 
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 
CALENDAR OF EVENTS 
MONDAY • DOLLAR DAY - 9 A.M. UNTIL 6 P.M. PLAY ALL YOU WANT FOR 
$1.00 TOURNAMENTS AT 11 A.M., 1 P.M. AND 5 P.M. 
TUESDAY ■ BONUS DAY • BUY A GAME GIVE A GAME CARD - BONUS HOLE 
• LADIES PLAY FREE WHEN ACCOMPANIED BY A GENTLEMAN. 
WEDNESDAY - TOURNAMENT NITE • TOURNAMENTS AT 7:30 P.M. AND 
10:00 P.M. DOUBLE STAMP DAY ON REFUND CARDS 
THURSDAY • DOLLAR NITE • 6 P.M. TILL MIDNIGHT. PLAY ALL YOU WANT 
FOR $1 00. TOURNAMENTS AT 7 P.M., 9 P.M. AND 11 P.M. 
Clip this coupon! 
And gel three games tor only $ 1 00 
Bring thiee friends along Well let 
them in on the deal, too 
1033 S. MAIN ST. ' ^ 
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 3 r 
FRIDAY • MCDONALDS DAY • WIN A HAMBURG, 
CHEESEBURG OR A FISH SANDWICH BY SCORING A 
HOLE IN ONE ON DESIGNATED HOLES. LIMITED ONE 
PER CUSTOMER PER DAY. 
HOURS OF OPERATION ARE 9 A.M. TILL MIDNIGHT - 
MONDAY THRU SATURDAY. SUNDAY ■ 12 NOON TILL 
MIDNIGHT. NOTE: WEATHER PERMITTING. 
CALL 353-5566 FOR GROUP RATES 
Some college grads wait years 
for opportunities my job offered immediately. 
Candy Burcham 
I graduated from Kent State University in 1972 with a B.S. in a double 
major of physics and journalism    I had job offers, but wasn't really 
sure what I wanted to do with my life. I wanted to get away from 
familiar surroundings and luul out what my real capabilities arc. So, 
I joined the Army. 
The Army sent me to a pharmacy school in San Antonio, Texas, 
at the Army's expense. Then I went to my guaranteed job at Fl. 
Carson, where I gained experience under top people working with 
intravenous additives for hospital patients. Since Ft. Carson is within 
easy access to Colorado'- beautiful recreation areas, skiing and riding 
the rapids are typical of the outdoor activities I had a chance to enjoy 
regularly. 
Recently I transferred to Columbus as a WAC counselor, and go 
full time to Ohio State at night. The Army picks up 75% of the tab for 
tuition. I've been in the Army a iittle over two years, and already I'm 
a sergeant with an interesting and challenging job that pays me over 
$600 a month. I'd like to go on to become a doctor. If I'm selected 
for that program, the Army will pick up most of the expenses involved. 
My friends thought I was crazy when I joined the Army. Now 
they arc thinking differently. Some of them even have joined, and arc 
rationed in such places as Boston and Switzerland. 
The Army has a lot to offer a college grad. Check it out. 
Call us at 352-3747 or stop by at 280 S. Main St., Bowling Green. Just 30 
minutes of your time could mean unexpected opportunities for you. 
bleeps lo more involved 
instrumentation and melo- 
dies 
Things have certainly 
changed from their old 
style. They now have two 
percussionists, more key- 
boards and their personal 
poet-guru figure 
Science fiction author 
Mike Moorcock took an inte- 
rest in the group a lew years 
back and has since worked 
with the band in many ways 
This interest includes wri- 
ting lyrics and poetry, some 
of which he reads on this 
new album 
Moorcock indeed may 
have lent some of his sci- 
ence fiction ideas to the 
group His own poetry is of 
the genre, but now the lyrics 
and style compliment rather 
than oppose each other .is 
before 
Throughout the song there 
are comparisons of reality 
and their own special world 
that they weave Instead of 
spinning aimless noises and 
endless, continuous guitar 
notes. Hawkwind has trans 
formed into an exciting 
band 
AS HAWKWIND was 
signed from United Artists, 
so was the German space 
rock band. Amon Duul II 
This is a band that is even 
freakier and spookier than 
Hawkwind Their earlier 
stuff included 20 minute 
compositions about Marilyn 
Monroe. 
They. too. have gotten 
their act together and have 
come up with an album that 
might see more than West 
German turntables The 
album is "Hijack'' lAtcoi 
and is very listenable So 
listenable that the first cut 
off   the   album.      I   Can't 
Wait." contains a few notes 
familiar of some Beatle 
tunes 
There was an Amon Duul I 
back in the mid '60s. which 
was reformed into the 
second group around 1970 
Four previous albums were 
released in the States, all 
very strange, very esoteric 
and very much like Sun Ha 
It was hip lo drop their 
name in conversation, but no 
one really listened lo them 
Hijack" is basically a 
rebirth for them The lyrics 
are now all in English, the 
music less complicated or 
less confused and now the 
group has a sense of humor 
'Archy the Robot" is one 
ol the better songs I've got 
a robot, it's a friend of 
mine" is the first line ol the 
cut. Archy being a metal 
Archaeopteryx who kid 
napped the devil and 
became a television hero It 
all seems to make a bit of 
sense.though 
AMON lit I I II is the 
kind of group that could 
have existed only in F.urope 
With a large audience draw- 
in their country and Kngland 
and a cult over here, they've 
been playing the kind of 
burned-out music thai your 
parents don't know exists-- 
music thai you might some- 
day warn your own kids 
about 
But now both Hawkwind 
and Amon Duul are ready to 
play American games now 
Hawkwind already has done 
successful tours in this 
country-we've been only 
partially ready for it 
This time the European 
invasion comes over with 
something completely diffe- 
rent 
Friday, May 30. 1975, The BO N.wt/Pog. 3 
local briefs 
BAPA soccer 
The Black African Peoples' Association i BAPA I will 
sponsor a springtime celebration Saturday Featured will 
be a soccer match between the BAPA Kickers and the 
West African Soccer Team from Buflalo. NY The match 
will begin at 4 p m at the University soccer field 
Music and dancing will follow from 9 30 p.m.-2 a.m. in 
the Grand Ballroom. Union The West Alncan Music Band 
of Buffalo and the Suki African Dance Troupe ol Toledo 
will perform 
The event is open to the public BAPA will accept a 50 
cent donation for activities in the ballroom 
Concert parking 
Commuter   parking   stickers   will   be   honored   at 
commuter lots during Sunday's Stadium concert 
There will be a fee charged for parking in other areas 
Women's chorus 
The University Women's Chorus will present its final 
concert of the season at 8 p m Monday in the Recital Hall. 
Music Bldg 
The concert will feature a performance of Psalm 23" 
by University student Robert Tolh. senior i Ed i 
The concert is free and open lo the public 
Police report 
Gary Untie, senior iA4S>. reported that his men's 27- 
mch Coaster bicycle, valued at 120. was stolen Tuesday 
The bike was unlocked and parked in front of the 
Gamma Phi Beta sorority house 
Dan Dawcs. freshman iB A I, reported that his 3-speed 
AMF bike was stolen Tuesday from Lot 6 
The bike, which was locked, was valued at S25 
James Duis. sophomore iA&S>. reported that his bike 




ONE OF THE 
WORLD'S FINEST 
Books Bike Store 
SALES   SERVICE   PARTS 
353-8323 
102 W. P0E, BOWLING GREEN 
'I 
I I I I 
J 
¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥ 
IJ     CHERRY MIL VILLAGE APTS. PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.      J 
NOW LEASING MANAGEMENT NOW LEASING 
g        FOR ENTIRE SUMMER FOR ENTIRE SUMMER        I 
CHERRY HILL VILLAGE FEATURES: 
• full furnished apts 
• central gas air conditioning and heating 
with individual apt  controls 
• sliding glass doors to balcony and patio 
• Gas - equipped laundry area available in 
each apt building 
• patio areas with grills available for each 
building 
• club house  facility   featuring   indoor 
heated pool 
CHERRY HILL VILLAGE RENTAL OFFICE 
853 Nipoiton Rd  Suit* 5 
Of lice hrs daily 9 1? * lb 
352 6248 Or 352-9378 
FOR FULLY FURNISHED APTS. 
HAMPTON HOUSE 705 7th ST 
BUCKEYE HOUSE             649 6th ST ' 
BIRCHWOOD PLACE        650 6th ST M 
MT  VERNON                    802 6th ST j( 
HAVEN HOUSE -jr; 
MANOR         1515 E WOOSTER ^ 
The following offer access to the BG T^ 
Health Spa, swimming pool, whirlpool, -yX 
sauna and locker room facilities. v 
PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO. ^ 
Management, 1163 Napoleon Rd. Lr 








Pot. 4/Th* M N.wi, Friday, May 30. 1 »7S 
Women's group offers programs 
Planning and promoting 
programs (or women who 
range from radical femt- 
nisis to family women is the 
purpose o( the Women's Pro- 
gram Board (WPBI. a 
campus organization started 
this year. 
WPB. which has a 
membership of about 25 
women, creates interest for 
its programs through the 
residence halls, sororities 
and various women's groups 
on campus Any woman can 
become a member of this 
voluntary organization 
Awareness workshops 
were offered in several 
women's housing units this 
year The workshops dealt 
with discussions on women's 
rights and responsibilities 
and the development of indi- 
vidual life lines for women 
DURING international 
Week. WPB sponsored a 
panel of six international 
women, consisting of three 
University students and 
three wives of foreign stu- 
PHI MU'S 
WISH TO CONGRATULATE 







dents, who discussed their 
lives as women in their 
native countries. 
WPB this quarter spon- 
sored a Health Fair in the 
Union, where various agen- 
cies such as the American 
Cancer Society and Family 
Planning distributed pam- 
nhlets and showed films on 
women's health 
WPB has what it calls a 
"data hank . which lists 
ideas for women's programs 
and persons on campus who 
would speak or lead such 
programs of interest to 
women 
PROPOSED PROGRAMS 
for next year are a Women's 
Career Month, a Women's 
Health Month and a Women 
and Family Month. Topics 
found in the bank range 
from "Women of the Bible" 
to "Being a Liberated 
Spouse ' 
According to Carol Butler, 
assistant hall director and 
program coordinator for 
Harshman Quad and a staff 
adviser for WPB. next 
year's advisers hope WPB 
will step out of the program- 
ming area and become pri- 
marily a student group 
GIGOLO 
NITE CLUB 
Everything Must Go 
FEATURING 
FRO SOUND SYSTEM 
THURSDAY & FRIDAY 
EVERYTHING MUST GO! 










Nikko STA 1010 AM/FM St...,. Receiver 
Th« comptementaiv soluMiale feceivtn boasts ot Ittjiums that 
you'd find on unit, twici* tha price. Tho IC/FET equipped 
AM/FM lunar MClion elteclively delivers clean, tentiiive 
reception. Chtck out this sensibly designed and handsome 
Ivvelnu. and champagne gold) receiver ami the test of the Nikko 
line at Sound Associatef 
Nikko STA 1010, Regularly $159.95. Now       $120.00 
Nikko STA-4030. Regularly $219.95. Now     $150 00 
Nikko STA 5050. Regularly $249.95. Now  $185.00 
Nikko STA 7070. Regula-ly $349.95, Now   $240.00 
Taac 360S Caeulte Deck 
A Super Machine liom the people 
include separate record and playli 
switching tor any Ifjpt, Dolby n» 
automatic shutoff. 
Regular Price  
Sound Associates Price  
who make the turn. Features 
Oh I«v4tl coi>truli. hiae and EQ 




FREE FOR THREE! 
Maxell UD C 90 Cataetta Tapes 
With the purchase ol three ol these proven, high performance 
tapes you oat a convenient storage case for no entia charge. 
Maxell's new Px Gamma Hematite it the most advanced oxide 
formulation in the magnetic tape industry. You'll lind that 
these superb cassettes will outperform most expensive tapes on 
(he market including chromium dioxide. 
Regular Price $14.97 
Sound Associates Price $ 8.99 
Sansui AU 505 Integrated Amplifier and TU 505 AM/FM Stereo 
Tuner. Here's an opportunity lo buy separate components for 
leu than a comparable equipped receiver. The ultra clean 
AU-505 with low-noise silicon transistors, and an oversize power 
transformer pumps out 23 watts per channel (both channels 
driven) with distortion of less than 0.5% and a power bandwidth 
ol 25 to 40,000 Hi. Features include tape monitoring provisions. 
low and high frequency filters, loudness compensation switch, a 
mic. input and more. To complement the AU 505 we're offering 
its tuner counterpart, the TU-505 .it remarkable savings. Behind 
its satin-black front panel are quality ingredients like a dual 
gated MOS type Field Effect Transistor for outstanding per- 
formance. An AM/FM noise suppressor switch, an FM muting 
switch with stereo indicator are |ust a few of the goodies you'll 
appreciate. You can stact these components or have them side 
by side. All things considered, this package adds up to quality 
performance at a very modest investment. 
AU 505 Regular Price $189.95 
TU 505 Regular Price $179.95 
Total Regular Price $369.90 
Sound Associates Total Price $249.95 
Technics (©PICKERING 
Technics SA 8000X FM/AM 4-Channel/2-Channel Receiver 
with Built -in CD 4 Demodulator 
A truly unique 4-channel achievement, this extraordinary 
receiver has complete facilities foi directly decoding every 4 
channel medium in use today, without external accessories. 
Solid output power 164 watts total RMS power, all channels 
driven at 6 ohms, and 84 watts total RMS, 2 channels driven at 8 
ohms) and excellent FM sensitivity also contribute to the high 
performance level of the SA 8000X This sophisticated unit has 
far too many features to list in this ad. Stop in to Sound 
Associate! and ask a Sound Specialist to give you the details. 
Regular Price $549.95 
Sound Associates Price $34*00 
Pickering V I5/550E Diamond Stylus Magnetic Cartridge 
One  of  the best buys  in  the Pickering line.     Flat  frequency 
response and excellent  tracking ability from I up to 3 grams. 
Diamond stylus is of the proven elliptical design with patented 
Dustamatic brush included. 
Regular Price      $54.95 
Sound Associates Price $12.95 
HUNDREDS OF IN-STORE SPECIALS ON 
EVERY BRAND OF HI-FI MADE. 
Mon.-Frl. 
10-9 I soumi Bssaaaties I Sat. 10-5:30 
Bowling Green 
248 South Main Street    Ph. 352-4745 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
Cop*    T> lo. Aniirl.' TIP 
ACROSS 
1 Breathing; sound 
5 Equipment for a 
knight 
10 Cavil 
14 Mss. producer 
15 Sheer linen 
16 Wood wind 
17 Bird of  
18 Acknowledged 
19 Coxy room or 
place 
20 Drama by John 
Milton. 1C71 
23 " old 
cowhand" 
24 Toronto's prov. 
25 Knave 
28 Historic prison 
demolished in 
17S1 
33 Place for a 
wedding 
34 Tennis score 
35 Enumerate 
86 Ardor 
37 Acted as 
member of a 
crew: Colloq. 
38 River E. of the 
Volga 




42 Played, as a 
ukulele 
44 Harmony 
45 Cut off, as 
branches 
40 Preposition 
47 Cleanliness, in 
John Wesley's 
maxim: Phrase 
55 Egyptian sun 
50 Room in 
Montmartre 
57 Angle between 
twig and stem 
58 Cooking direction 
59 Fired clay 
squares 
00 Italian resort 







3 Main stroke of a 
letter, in printing 
4 One way to 
health 
5 Dissonant 
0 Martin's partner 
7 Precious 
r>rcelain 









13 Cats and dogs 
21 Uth cent, 
astronomer-poet 
22 Banking abbr. 
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island 
31 South American 
plain 
32 Actress Terry 
34 Eagle 
37 Fertile mixtures 
41 Opposer 
43 Epigram 
44 If not 
40   Lounger 
47 Moon shot org. 
48 Vous  




52 Stage direction 
63 show 
54 Gradual 
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CAMPUS CALENDAR 
Friday. May 30. 1975  
Active Christians Today Bible study Mae-North eaf*, 7:00 a.m. 
All Jewish studets 4 faculty Invited lo celebrate the Sabbath In 
Prout Chapel at »:>>p.m.  
Saturday. May 31.1973   
Gay    Union   Dance   Carnation    Km. 
Refreshments available 
Union   8   p.m.-l   a.m. 
V7BGU 4 WFAL preaenl Whitebird 75 Irom 14 pm in front ol 
Williams Hall 5 local bands on the sleps 
Open Photography Lab Km 212 Tech Hid* Open to the BGSU 
Academic Community Chemicals are supplied Bring your own 
print paper. A fee of $.50 will be charged to your bursar's bill for 
each session 
Sunday. June 1.1975 
Sailing Club meeting Km 203 Hayes Hall. 7 00 p m 
Worship service. Orthodox Christian Fellowship. 6 p m . St John's 
Episcopal Church. 1506 E Wooater St 
BG KoSutemi Do)o practice seasion Km 201 Hayes hall. 6 00-8 00 
p.m 
BGSU Karate Club-Gojukai meet Aud . St Thomas More Parish. 
5 30-7 30 p.m.  
Monday. June 2.1»7S 
Active Christians Today Bible study 103 (lough St . 4 00 p in 
RIDES 
Ride  available   lo  California 
For more info call 353-4563 
LOST AND FOUND 
LOST   While gold wrist watch 
If found please call 372 4970 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Glfties i Goodies from the 
ORANGE DOOR Desserts 
Breads. Rolls by order 352-0030 
Voice lessons for the summer 
Charlene Harris. 372-2721 or 
Room 313 Johnston Hall 
Getting married11 Wedding 
Photography by David McNeill 
353-3792  
Decisions' Need to talk' 
Emotional and Material 
Pregnancy Aid. 352-023*. 
Abortion Information Service 
starting rale 1125 Clinic verv 
close to area. 1-34 wee* 
pregnancy terminated by 
licensed certified gynecologist 
Modern techniques and finest 
facilities. Immediate 
arrangements will be made 
with no hassle Call collect. 24 
hourscrvicel-2l«-C3l-l557 
WANTED  
2 m roommates fall quarter 
175 mo U Courts, furnished 
351-4001  
4 subleasers sum qtr 220 E 
Merry own bdrm Make offer 
2-5235  
F. rmate needed summer 
$55, mo near campus. 2-5287 
1 f rmmte needed share house 
992.50 mo. across from Kohl 
Hall 372-4972 
2 fmale rmmts needed for fall 
quarter Call 352-4004  
Need one male to sublease 
apartment for 75-70 Call 2- 
5992  
1 male roommate needed for 
summer and following school 
year 179 mo Call 352-8162 after 
5;  
Wanted 2 roommates, summer 
950 mo each Furnished 352 
9395  
Need I m to sublease apt for 
next school vear 975 mo 372- 
3091  
1 f needed to sublet for fall qtr 
353-0772 
PRIZE OF 15 ALBUMS 
ENTRY FEE IS ONLY 50c 
STUDENTS CAN SIGN UP AT 
UAO OFFICE ON 3RD FLOOR 
OF UNION 2-2343 THE 
CONTEST IS LIMITED TO 
MIXED COUPLES STARTING 
TIME 6PM THURS MAY 
29TH 
Stereu tapes 92 S8 each »uh 
second one lor 'i price All 
types of speakers home & car 
t home units. fin. am. stereo lor 
cars) tape decks lull line of CK 
radios & all equipment 
• antennas) Discount Stereo 
Tapes - next to Big N 
91 00 off on all classical II'- at 
KINDER S 
BOARD EXAM TUTOKINC. 
Enrollments now being 
accepted for the upcoming 
MCAT-LSAT-DAT-GRE 
ATGSB-VAT-CPAT-OCAT and 
NAT MED BRDS For 
information and enrollments 
call 16141 4K-9646 Stanley H 
Kaplan Educational Center 1890 
Northwest Blvd Columbus. 
Ohio 43212. 
2 piece furniture to be taken lo 
east side Cleveland Will pav 
well 372-2003  
Phi Mu's are psyched lor the 
Phinal Klamur -- Arevou" 
1 m   rmmte fall, across from 
Towers. 174 mo Paul 2-5591 
Need 2 persona to sublease apt. 
on 4th St for summer 959 mo 
/    aal-1137  
Need 2 f to help sublease house 
summer, own room ISO mo 2- 
1413  
Need 1 or 2 f rmmts sum own 
rm. 933 50 mo   mil   incl 352 
1104 or 2-5201 after 5 4 blks 
camp 
PERSONALS  
93.99 will now buy vou an LP at 
FINDER'S 
Stereo tapes 92 98 each 4> 2nd 
one for half price Also home & 
auto components at discount 
prices DISCOUNT STEREO 
TAPES - next to Big N.  
New shipment of India 
bedspreads at Vatans - 109 N 
Make  
Laurie. I'm so happy to have 
you as my little' DZ love. 
Donna  
All 9799 list price 9 track 4. 
cassette tapes only 99.39 at 
FINDERS.  
Sam B's carryout sells beer snd 
wine until 1 am every night 
ENYER UAO/WFAL MAD 
RECORD RIP-OFF, 
TRASURE HUNT 
FEATURING     THE     FIRST 
Record Sale at KINDER S LP s 
arc now only 93 8V 
Congrats to Jennie Allen on her 
being selected Derby Darling 
First Runner-l'p Love your 
Phi Mu sisses 
Phi Mu's love their sizzling 
sixteen Phi's' Good luck and 
I'h. Mu love thru pledging 
Stop into FINDER'S and pick- 
upanLP for only 93 88 
The Phi Mu s want to thank the 
Pikes and ZBT s for helping win 
Derby Day' Thanx for the great 
warm-up loo' 
The Phi Mu s want to extend a 
big thanx for our Derby coaches 
Tom Shambo and Kevin Kovach 
for helping us win and being the 
Best Coaches ever' Love, the 
Mu's 
The new Elton John LP is onlv 
93 Wat FINDERS  
FOR SALE 
7 It Boa Constrictor jnd big 
cigc Must sell belorc finals 
352 6456 alter 4 30 
8 track amp rec 4 spks 372 
4897 alter 4 
Wilson golf clubs lull set 2-9 
irons. I. 3. 4. 5 woods, wedge 
Bag and cart 3175 372 4449 
1972   Super   Beetle   excellent 
cond    Low milage $1600   Call 
372 -236)1 or 352 0159 
FOR RENT 
Now leasing 1 bdrm apts 
$150 mo Pinehurst Apartments 
220 Napoleon Kd 352 1460 
I bdrm apt . furn . close to 
campus, married couple 
preferred 
Furnished apt 2 bedroom need 
1 male rmt available June I 
352-4380 or 641 3rd SI Apl  12 
House - summer • 614 E 
Wooster Cheap' Call 372-3911 
anytime 
STUDENT AITS Summer I 
Fall Ige 2 bdrm lurn close to 
campus UNIVERSITY 
VILLAGE APTS 235 Mercer 
Hd 352-0164 
Rooms near campus Fall and 
summer rentals 352-7365 
2 bedroom apartments near 
Towers Fall rales lor 4 
students Summer rales for 2. 3. 
or 4 students 352 7365 
Students needed to (ill 4 man 
apartments al Campus Manor 
for Fall school year 3529302 or 
352-7365 evenings  
Campus Manor 4 man 
apartments JUSI a few left I'h 
352 9302 or 35; 7365 evenings 
2 bdrm furnished apis a c. 
leasing for summer & (all 
Summer rales call evenings 353- 
3143 4 352-3689 
GREENVIEW APTS now 
renting for Summer 4 Fall 
SPECIAL SUMMEH RATES 
ALL UTILITIES PAID INCL 
CABLE TV Open Mon Fri 
12 00-6 00: Sal 12 00-4 00 Call 
3521195 
HOMELESS' 1994 Van with 72 
Nova     engine     Multicolored 
i prim red i interior Exterior 
needs some loving care   352- 
9853  
71 Vega 4 sp new engine good 
milgc Call 297-3797 after 3 
12 x 60 Ritzcraft Mobile home 
352 4946 
Porsche 99 911 L sm fm 5 
alloy wheels - excellent 
condition 94400. must sell 
immed David O'Dell 965-0305 
or 993-0709 
70 Yamaha 350. good engine 
MUST SELL 372-3330  
135 gallon aquar set-up Besi 
offer 372-3493  
72 Vegs. best offer 352-4921 
alters 
521 EAST MERRY Less than 
one block from campus 2 
bedroom, furnished air 
conditioned and in excellent 
condition Tenants only pay the 
electric. Is set up for 4 persons 
One vacancy left for Fall 974 00 
per person per month 
934 SIXTH STREET Same 
setup as above apartments One 
vacancy for Fall 99500 per 
person per month For more 
information call Newlove 
Really 353-7391  
APARTMENTS    2 bedrooms. 
furnished. 352-4*71.  
Apt     July.   Aug    semi-iurn    2 
bdrm 3524787.372-0028 Galen 
Summer leases for furnished air 
conditioned efficiencies 353- 
4599  
Wsnted to rent 1 bdrm furn 
spt. from Aug I thru Sept 12 
332-7640 after 5pm  
One bdrm apl lo sublease 
avail. Sept 15. 352 7092 
Friday. May 30. 1 f 75, IK. M N«wt/f«*w S 
newsnotes 
Ford veto 
WASHINGTON I API-President Ford yesterday vetoed 
a IS 3 billion package designed to fund job producing 
projects across the nation through 1976 
The action of the President, who is on a week-long trip to 
Europe, was announced at the White House 
In returning the bill to Congress. Ford declared in a 
letter that "this bill is not an effective response to the 
unemployment problem It would exacerbate both 
budgetary and economic pressures and its chief impact 
would be felt long after our current unemployment 
problems are expected to subside 
Marijuana found 
ROCKWOOD. Tenn IAPI-A twin engine Lockheed 
Lodestar carrying an estimated 200 pounds of marijuana 
crashed and burned near this rural east Tennessee town 
early yesterday, killing two persons, authorities said 
"Two bodies were found in the wreckage and they were 
burned beyond recognition "a spokesman for the Roane 
County Sheriff's Department said 
A Federal Aviation Administration spokesman in 
Atlanta said the plane's origin and destination were not 
known "No flight plan was filed." an official said 
Vietnamese art 
AGANA. Guam lAPl-A controversial cargo of 
Vietnamese art objects will be returned to the owner of the 
refugee ship which brought them here, the governor's 
office announced yesterday 
A spokesman for Gov Hicardo Bordallo said it is now 
believed thai the collection of porcelain vases and other 
art works were the private collection of a Vietnamese 
family rather than national Vietnamese arl treasures 
A local curator appraised the cargo at a value of $70,000 
to $80,000. far less than the original estimate of $150 
million which many believed the cargo was worlh 
Cyprus dispute 
BRUSSELS. Belgium 1AP1 -President Ford scored no 
immediate success yesterday as he tried to reach a new 
Cyprus settlement. 
Ford met separately at the U.S. ambassador's residence 
here with the premiers of Greece and Turkey, the two 
parties to the nine-month-old Cyprus dispute 
"You can't say that progress was made in these 
meetings." Asst Secretary of State Arthur Hartman told 
newsmen afterward. 
Hartman said any progress would have to await direct 
Greek-Turkish discussions here tomorrow 
Price stamps 
iAPi-The drive to prevent supermarkets from taking 
price stamps off individual cans and packages has spread 
to more than half the 50 slates, but the campaign has met 
with little success so far 
Legislation on the subject has been introduced in 27 
slates and the District of Columbia 
Yesterday, it had been enacted in only one state. Rhode 
Island, and had been defeated in three. Arkansas. 
Maryland and South Dakota 
A bill also has been introduced in Congress to require 
supermarkets to put prices on individual items and to use 
unit pricing, but no hearings have been scheduled 
THIS IS NO SALE 
THIS IS REAL! 
NEW LOW PRICES STOREWIDE 
ALL $698 LIST LP's 
ONLY $3" 
ALSO: 
$998 list $5" 
ll98 list 699 
1298 list 799 
WE WILL NOT RAISE THESE PRICES 
WHERE LOW PRICES ORIGIN A TED 
134W.WOOSTER 
352-4812 
DROP BY BETWEEN 
12-8 M.-F. 
11-6 SAT. 
Interdisciplinary seminar scheduled 
By Mary Hl«l.i 
Suit Reporter 
The University will offer 
an interdisciplinai y seminar 
next fall using the television 
series "The Ascent of Man." 
"The Ascent of Man' 
series, a presentation on the 
history of science,  "merges 
the humanities and sciences 
to show how each one 
compliments the other." 
said Dr Ronald sinner 
associate professor of phy- 
sics 
This seminar will encom- 
pass four courses-Physics 
100. Speech 201. Arts and 
Sciences 100 and 300   Each 
class will meet Wednesday 
nights to view the series on 
closed circuit television with 
followup discussions on each 
program. Dr Stoner said 
"SCIENCE     HAS    two 
faces." he said in explaining 
that Dr David Addington. 
professor of speech who will 
U.S. achievements vital 
• From page one 
"If we must negotiate al 
higher than our country 
ambassador levels, let's do 
it by the use of an ambas- 
sador-at-large or several 
ambassadors al-large. he 
said I.ei us not send our 
secretary of state, whose 
real job is here in Washing 
ton " 
In the economic area. Pell 
said the United States 
should be as active as it can 
American industry. Ameri- 
can initiative and American 
technology have made the 
l niteu States great and 
envied by others all over the 
globe, he said 
Bui. he said. American 
businessmen are confronted 
with intense competition 
abroad and find foreign com- 
petitors   with   government- 
bestowed advantages which 
they lack 
"INSTEAD OF hobbling 
our businessmen abroad, 
let's encourage them." he 
said "We must not permit 
the image of American busi 
ness abroad to become one 
of bribery, local political 
involvement and interven- 
tion or irresponsible shifting 
of credit balance to exploit 
fluctuating exchange rates " 
In the ideological area of 
international involvement. 
Pell said the I'nited States 
has immense resources and 
potential strengths that are 
not being fully utilized 
Ideologically, we have a 
proud story to tell the 
world." Pell said "We are a 
nation of human values and 
human   achievements   that 
are in themselves important 
contributions to human well- 
being throughout the 
world " 
American films, art. 
music and literature are 
known and often admired 
throughout the world, he 
said Achievements in sci- 
ence and technology are of 
vital importance to other na 
lions in helping to meet 
world-wide problems, he 
added 
In these areas of ideo- 
logy, science and culture we 
should be expansive in our 
international involvement." 
he said. "Let us proudly 
make available to the world 
our cultural achievements, 
knowing they will be far 
more welcome and make 
many more friends than an 
American military base " 
WBGU & WFAL PRESENT: 
WHITEBIRD 75 
A tree concert.from the steps 
of Williams Hall 
Saturday May 31 from 1-6 p.m. 
Featuring: nn order of appearance): 
TENDERHOOK; DOUG FIELY & STEVE 
ECKSTEIN; BADDOG; JAMES NICHOLS 
BAND; EASY STREET 
THE KING AND HIS LOYAL SHORT SUBJECTS 
BAMBI Mr US GODZILLA 
TICKETS $2.50 
OR 
WITH THIS AD 
3 for $5.00 
ALAN BATES in 
wcond <0' \KornJ ihf lunn«if $hort f»et midf' 
THANK YOU, MASK MAN 
KING or 
HEARTS 
In in isolated surreal pocket ol WorM Wir I. the British 
send Alan Biles into i hifhly unlikely tiny French town to 
discover a bomb The townspeople have fled and the inmates 
ol the local asylum have taken their place The resulting inter 
action fives us some  ol the  most enchanting sequences on 
film When the reality ot the retirning armies breaks the bubble 
and the inmates have returned to the asylum *e can really 
share Bates contusion about which people ire reilly insane 
In our opinion KING OF HEARTS is a rare treat lunny ind sid 
at the same time 
This wacky beautiful dim has awakened become a giant 
and turned the move world upside down 










The Brothers of DELTA UPSIL0N 
ANNOUNCE THEIR 
1975-1976 OFFICERS 
President - Ed Fahoury 
Executive V.P. - Jim Frick 
Administrative V.P. - Vaun Wickerham 
Treasurer - Keith Common 
Chapter Relations • Tom Batchelor 
Corr. Sec. - Keith Grass 
House Chairman - Jeff Sosnowski 
Secretary - Chris Rieman 
Social Chairman - Rick Cain 
Rush Chairman - Kevin Cooper 
Pledge Trainer - Steve Kane 
Ass't. Pledge Trainer • Andy Jones 
Scholastic Chrmn. - Rich Manley 
Athletic Chrmn. - Brian Pickering 
I.F.C. Rep. - Keith Grass 
Sgt. of Arms • Mark Broz 
Debmaster • Steve Kane 
Chaplain - Peter Sinewe 
Ass't. Treas. - Tom Batchelor 






teach Speech 201, will use 
the series to study "science 
as an art form -for its aes- 
thetic value " 
Besides using the series as 
a vehicle in understanding 
the role of science in our cul- 
ture. Dr Stoner said the 
series itself would be exam- 
ined as a method of commu 
nication because of its 
exceptional quality 
The Ascent of Man'' 
series first begins in Africa 
and centers essentially on 
the first ancestors of man 
and then covers the whole 
world.'' Dr Stoner said 
JACOB BRONOWSKI. the 
series' writer, "exploited 
the television medium in 
order to show the interrela- 
tionships in sciences and 
humanities." according to 
Dr. Stoner 
Bronowski's original back- 
ground is in physics, 
although Dr Stoner said 
Bronowski went on to delve 
into biology, philosophy and 
mathematics 
"The Ascent of Man" 
series was produced by Bri- 
tish Broadcasting Corpora 
tion I BBC i Dr Stoner said 
he became aware of the 
series by accident through 
Canadian television   It was 
shown  on   WBGU-TV  this 
winter 
FACULTY MEMBERS 
from other departments will 
attend the seminars to 
supplement the followup 
discussions, Dr. Stoner said. 
Those participating in the 
seminar will do so mostly on 
their own time as a course 
overload, Dr Stoner said 
Many were very excited 
about the series before the 
seminar idea ever was con- 
ceived, he added. 
WBUU-TV. the Office of % 
Continuing   Education   and" 
General Studies assisted in 
the    organization    of    the.' 
seminar. Dr Stoner said. 
PISANELLO'S 





APARTMENTS SUMMER OR FALL 
ENTIRE SUMMER 
AIR CONDITIONED, TWO BEDROOMS, 
BAR B-Q GRILLS, FURNISHED 
FALL RENTAL-'260 PER MONTH 
ALL UTILITIES PAID EXCEPT ELECTRIC 
Call Delbert 352-7671 
¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥ 
Want Used Books? 
Vfil I    are the Sreatest source of used 
SELL 
books. 
your book to the University 
Bookstore in the Student Services 
Building. 
participation will help you and your 
YOUR     friends to secure the used books 
you both need. 
to be used next term — we pay 
BOOKS    50% or better of the new price on 
hardbound*. 
University Bookstore 
Student Services Building 
Sunday Brunch! 





good 12 noon to 3 P.M. 
£&> 
E. W00STER ST. 
across from the football stadium 
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Tracksters host All-Ohio championships 
By Bill Eilep 
Aniiunl Sporli Editor 
Bowlini! Green will 
strengthen its claim as a 
midwestern track and field 
hotbed this weekend when 
the 28th annual All-Ohio 
Track Championships are 
run on the Whittaker Track 
oval 
The All Ohio, which 
begins today with competi 
lion  in  the pentathlon and 
10.000 meter run. maintains 
BO's record of holding a 
major championship on its 
track lor the last live years 
The Falcons have hosted 
two Central Collegiate Con- 
ference i (CO champion 
ship meets and the Mid 
American Conference 
(MACi title chase plus the 
All-Ohio since 1971 
THIS YEAR'S running lor 
the   mythical   stale   chain 
pionship will be timed at 
meters instead ol the 
common yard distance 
Falcon coach Mel Brodt. 
the meet director, said the 
conversion had nothing to do 
with tomorrow incidently 
being the first day of 
Olympic qualifying times, 
which are run in meters 
"I reallv didn't make inv 
decision on the basis of the 
qualifying." Brodt said I 
just thought it would be nice 
to run at Olympic distances 
for a change " 
Most of Ohio's top college 
division entries will miss the 
meet With all Ohio Confe- 
rence squads and most 
major independents in the 
state competing in the 
NCAA Division III and II 
championships this week 
end. Brodt has opened the 
meet to midwest track clubs 
and out of-slate colleges 
MAC foes Eastern Michi 
gan and Central Michigan, 
along with the University of 
Michigan, Notre Dame and 
10 track clubs, will chal 
lenge MAC champion Kent 
State and state powers Ohio 
State and Bowling Green for 
individual crowns 
THE FEATURED events 
probably will be the sprints, 
the 3.000-meter steeplechase 
and the high jump, where 
outstanding individuals are 
entered 
The 100-meter dash will 
offer a trio of 9.5 100-yard 
speedsters in Brian Storm of 
Bowling Green. Bruno Cher- 
rier of Kent State and Ohio 
State footballer Lenny 
Willis 
Cherner. who captured 
the MAC 220-yard dash title 
this spring in 21 6. will be 
challenged in the 200 meters 
by Eugene Thomas 121 7 > of 
the Ann Arbor Track Club 
and Jim Schnur  '21 4> and 
Atlanta picks Thompson first in NBA draft 
NEW YORK i Al'i David 
Thompson. all-American 
forward from North Caro- 
lina State, was the No I pick 
yesterday in the National 
Basketball Association 
draft, grabbed by the finan 
cially struggling Atlanta 
Hawks 
The 6-4 Thompson, who 
averaged nearly ;il) points 
per game during the 1974-75 
season, was named to The 
Associated     Press'     all- 
American team each ol the 
pasl three seasons, and for 
the pasl two years, he was 
chosen the AP's Player of 
the Year in college basket 
ball 
The Lo) Angeles Lakers 
had tile second choice and 
took     all-American     Dave 
Meyers of UCLA 
MEYERS IS a 6-8 for 
ward, who averaged abotll 
19 points per game for the 
NCAA champion Bruins 
Atlanta picking in its own 
spot had the No 3 selection 
and grabbed Marvin Web 
ster. a 7 loot center from 
Morgan State 
Wehsler was a College 
Division all-Amcrican and 
The AP's College Division 
Plaver of the Year each of 
the Mil two seasons 
Phoenix Choosing fourth 
look Alvan Adams, a 6-9 
junior  from  the  University 
ol Oklahoma, who was 
among the nation's top 10 
scorers and rebounders last 
season 
Adams was one of 18 
undergraduate collegians 
plus two high school seniors 
who had been approved as 
hardship cases by NBA 
Commissioner Walter 
Kennedy 
The Philadelphia 76ers 
with the No 5 selection, 
tabbed    6 111    high    school 
Bill Estop 
Butler to join Falcons 
By Bill Eilep 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Mark Butler, a Toledo Rogers High School distance ace. 
has signed a national letter of intent to run track and cross 
country at Bowling Green next year 
Butler, who finished second in the state class AAA 880 
yard run last weekend in Columbus with I 53 4. also won the 
district championship in 1 53.1 
His time was Ohio's best heading into Hie stale mecl and 
would have placed him second in this year's Mid American 
Conference i MAC I 8811 field behind champion Dan Dunton of 
Bowling (ireen 
His district time broke a record previously held bv Former 
Rogers star Rick Hutchinson. who had a "super" freshman 
vear for the Falcons 
HI TCIIINSOVS 1 51 4 clocking in the BHtl at last 
weekend's Central Collegiate Conference iCCCl 
championships set a BG freshman record in the evenl 
His lime was two seconds taster than lit; Olympian Dave 
Wottle clocked as a freshman in 1969 Hutchinson s CCC 
time also was more than a second faster than Dunton s 
winning MAC time and il equalled teammate Bruce 
Vermilyea's winning conference time last vear 
BUTLER WILL BE a welcome addition to the Falcon 
cross country squad next fall 
Coach Mel Brodt loses only senior co-captains Tom 
Preston and Yermilyea from the top seven harriers Tim 
Zumbaugh. an all-Amcrican last year with a 14th place 
finish in the NCAA championships will lead a strong 
contingent that also includes returnees Dunton. Gary 
Desjardins Gary Little and Dan Cartledge 
Brooklvn. New York distance ace Mike O'Donnel also has 
been recruited lor next fall 
O'Donnel has clocked a 9 12 0 two mile and should lit 
into the program nicely", according to Hrodl 
BRODT    WILL   ACCOMPANY   steeplechase   qualifier 
Preston to next week's NCAA track and field champion 
Ruggers nip alums 
The Falcon rugby team edged the Bowling (ireen alumni. 
22-19. in last Sunday s annual match 
The alums scored first on a one yard plunge by Chip Fly. 
but the Falcon varsity rallied to take a 22-7 halftime 
advantage 
Joe Bomfas opened the scoring for BG in the first half and 
senior Mike Terwood followed wilh two quick scores Others 
scoring for BG in the opening half were Tom Kazmaier. 
Steve Kretz and Randy 1 jwson 
THE FALCON fire died in the second hall, and the alumni 
dominated the rest of the contest 
Tom Nosse scored twice for Ihe BG grads and John 
i iar lough added a tally to close the margin to 22 19 
The alums' final attempt to win the game ended when 310- 
pound Hoss BenU was stopped by Falcons Ron Hebron and 
Tim Mannelh just two yards short of the goal 
The ruggers finished the season with a 24-5-3 record and 
wili now prepare for a summer tournament schedule that 
includes two trips to Canada and one to Ohio State 
ships  Both will leave by car Sunday to make the 1.700 mile 
trip to Brigham Young University in Provo. Ulan 
Preston, who broke the 9 00 qualifying standard las! 
Saturday at the VCX' meet in « 56 8  is the sixth BG steeple 
qualifier in seven years 
Sid Sink captured the NCAA title in 1970 and 1971 with 
collegiate record tunes and also made an appearance in 
1969 Even Ihough he ran in a different event at the 
nationals I'racev Flliot qualified in 1972 and Jim Spiers 
qualified last season 
WORD FROM OHIO Stale is that 1976 Olympic prospect 
Tom   Bvers  once   again   is   training   with   the   Buckeye 
tracksters 
Bvers. who was slowed most ol the spring with an ankle 
iniury. reportedly was still upset over an Incident lhal 
occurred during Ihe cross country season ane had been 
working out on his own 
Byers and teammate Tom Bryanl were denied a (rip to 
the NCAA cross country championships last fall bv Ohio 
Slate athletic director Fd Weaver because of the 
'overwhelming expenses'' necessary to make Ihe trip lo 
Indiana University 
Bvers. who will not accompany (he Buckeye squad in (he 
All-Ohio championships, is (he American 1,000-yard run 
record holder and alsocaplurcd Ihe 1,900-meter event al last 
summer's U S -Russia junior championships 








MONTY  A 
FOR BOTH MEN       *% 
AND WOMEN 
STYLES DESIGNED  *^r 
ESPECIALLY FOR        /I 
YOU / 
MONTY'S BEAUTY SALON 




TOLL FREE 9 A.M.-10 P.M 
1-800-438-3710 
The Unique + 
The Beautiful = 
The 
ORANGE DOOR 
for All Your 
Gift Needs 
15348 Sandndge Rd. 
352-0030 
¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥ ¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥ 
™«r    GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE 
YEAR-END BEER FESTIVAL and REGATTA 
Happening at The Ice Arena 
on May 30 
from 4 - 7 p.m. 
J FOOD & 
* ENTERTAINMENT   . 
* WILL BE PROVIDED 
PARTY WITH NEW 
AND OLD FRIENDS! 
sensation Darrvle Dawkins 
of Maynard Kvans High 
School in Orlando Kla Haw- 
kins was the first high 
school player ever selected 
in the NHA draft 
REPORTEDLY, the 76ers 
already have signed him 
After the 76ers. the Port 
land Trail Blazers took 
Lionel Holhns a 6 :t guard 
from Arizona State Univer- 
sity 
New i M l.ins looking for a 
lag man in the middle, fol- 
lowed by taking 7-foot Kich 
Kelly of Stanford 
LOS ANGELES, on a pick 
from Cleveland, moved lo 
shore up a forward problem 
by selecting 6-5 Junior 
Hndgeman of Louisville 
The New York Knicks. 
drafting ninth, chose Eugene 
Short, a 6-7 forward from 
Jackson State 
Cash, Howard picked 
Howling Green standout Cornelius Cash was chosen 
by the Milwaukee Bucks in the second round of 
yesterday's NBA draft 
Cash's teammate Skip Howard was tabbed by the 
Cleveland Cavaliers in the ninth round The Cavaliers 
also landed 6-8 Central Michigan phenom Dan 
Koundfield in the second round 
THE CAVALIERS also drafted UCLA guard Andre 
McCarter. USC center John Lambert and former 
Cleveland Slate star Ted Hathaway 
Ohio University junior Walter Luckett. who applied 
for hardship status, was chosen in the second round by 
the Detroit Pistons 
Central Michigan guard Jim McElroy was chosen 
by New Orleans in the third round of yesterday's 
draft 
The Alpha Chi'S are raving and 
ready. So all you raver dates keep steady, 
lor tonight is the big night, where the 
Raver will be UP TIGHT and OUT OF 
SIGHT!! 
GET YOUR PADDLES READY! 
THE PHI SI  CHI   0 






I  PSYCHED! 
Doujirtg green /tote univw/ty 
Magazine By Photo Journalism 
306 Students. On Sale In 
The Forum $1.00 
(During Key Distribution) 
Keith Holland (215) of Cin- 
cinnati 
Falcon Don See. who owns 
the 440 yard school record in 
48 38. has recorded the best 
time of the entries in the 400- 
meter dash 
NCAA QUALIFIERS 
Mike Irmen of Kent State 
and Tom Preston of Bowling 
Green are the favorites in 
the steeplechase evenl 
Irmen captured the MAC 
championship in 9 07 4. 
while Preston met the 
national standard last week 
at Ihe CCC meet with a 
8 56 8 clocking 
The high jump will offer 
five     leapers    who     have 
cleared 6-9 this season Ohio 
State's Terry Burris (6-11) 
and John Sandlund IM>, 
MAC champion Bob Francis 
of Kent Stale 16-lH. Michi- 
gan's Doug Gibbs ''.in and 
Ted Essex of Miami i6-9) 
will compete 
The pentathlon thigh 
jump, high hurdles, shot put 
long jump and 800 meters. 
mil start all! p m todav and 
the finals of the 10.000 
meters will begin at 5 30 
p.m 
Tomorrow's action begins 
at 10 a m with finals in four 
field events Preliminaries 
and finals in 10 running 
events will follow 
MAT. SPECIAL 
SAT. MAT. 2 P.M.    SUN. 2 & 4:15 P.M. 
CINEMA I 
ADMISSION $1.00 WITH 
STUDENT ID. 
The Second Greatest liijer in tlieWmcl 
ROBERT REDFORD 
IN AblJBvt <K * M    .  I     « 






SAT. MAT. 2 P.M. - SUN. MAT. 2:15 & 4:30 P.M. 
Ilic most highly acclaimed film of Ihe year 
"Iht-'lii dolcevHa' 
for Ihe 1970'sr 
Mllh.rtM   r— tifiiMaailnr 
W.ll It'll   III', ltl\ 
Juliet hrislir   liiildii1 h,iw n 
||        iiiincne  t> 
■'«■'' —   »•**»», ihiaN > 
COMING SOON TO BG     Funny U,d» 
"Tommy", "Ooy »f ih« locuit". 
$1 SAT. & SUN. MAT. AT 2 P.M. $1 
NOW PLAYING 
7:30-9:15 
BACK FOR ALL BG. TO 
-.LAUGH AT AND ENJOY!! 
PORTAGE 




FIRST AREA SHOWING!! 
